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Benchmarking Protocols for Evaluating Small Parts
Robotic Assembly Systems

Kenneth Kimble , Karl Van Wyk , Joe Falco , Elena Messina , Yu Sun , Mizuho Shibata ,
Wataru Uemura , and Yasuyoshi Yokokohji

Abstract—This article presents a set of performance metrics, test
methods, and associated artifacts to help progress the development
and deployment of robotic assembly systems. The designs for three
task board artifacts that replicate small part insertion and fastening
operations such as threading, snap fitting, and meshing with stan-
dard screws, nuts, washers, gears, electrical connectors, belt drives,
and wiring are presented. To support the evaluation of robotic
assembly and disassembly operations, benchmarking protocols and
performance metrics are presented that leverage these task boards.
Finally, robot competitions are discussed as use cases for these task
boards.

Index Terms—Flexible manufacturing systems, robotic
assembly.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE rapid progression of underlying technologies has the
potential to accelerate the usage of robots in fine ma-

nipulation tasks found in manufacturing assembly operations.
Assembly is one of the most complex operations in manufac-
turing, yet automation, especially robotics, has not seen wide
adoption. This is due to the inability of robot technologies
to cost-effectively support the tight tolerances and component
variability associated with assembly. Instead, specialized fix-
tures, end-effectors, and compliance mechanisms are employed
that increase cost and time to the setup of each new assembly
process. This strategy becomes particularly intractable for the
low-volume, high-mixture manufacturing paradigm.
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Assembly processes consist of insertion and fastening opera-
tions such as threading, snap fitting, meshing, and routing. Often,
standard rigid components are involved, including screws, nuts,
washers, gears, and electrical connectors as well as non-rigid
components such as belt drives and wiring. The two most
prevalent operations in assembly are insertions, accounting for
over 35% of all assembly operations, followed by 27% for the
installation of threaded fasteners [1]. Snap fitting is typically the
final operation of an insertion process to lock a component into
place. The assembly of non-rigid components has traditionally
been considered a difficult assembly task for robots.

To help advance the development and deployment of robotic
systems to support assembly operations, the National Institute
of Standards and Technology (NIST) has developed a set of
performance metrics, test methods, and artifacts. Guidance for
the use of these benchmarking tools as well as the supporting
artifact designs are available online [2]. In the short term, these
tools will facilitate benchmarking among researchers to assess
progress in the design and development of robotic assembly
systems. The long term goal of this work is to inform future
technical specifications of robot systems for choosing the best
system for an intended application space [3].

II. PRIOR ROBOTIC BENCHMARKING WORK

Benchmarking is a proven method to progress research activ-
ities in robotics [4]. Until this effort, there was no known work
with formalized benchmarks for evaluating robotic assembly
systems. Many experiments can be found that support assembly
research where the primary goal was to analyze the force sig-
nature resulting from a robot control implementation. Most are
associated with the elemental peg-in-hole problem where force
characteristics of control algorithms are evaluated along with
the success of the insertion [5]–[7], sometimes with variations
in system design such as the use of vision to minimize the
use of search algorithms in establishing circumferential contact
between the peg and hole [8]. Other instances of supporting ex-
periments are associated with research in controlling insertions
that are terminated with a snap-fit [9].

A preliminary set of metrics and associated test methods for
assessing the performance of force-based robot control are pre-
sented in [10]. This work describes metrics for force-controlled
robots as well as for force-based assembly operations. A force
measurement system is used with modular artifacts mounted
to a six-axis force-torque sensor for independent measures
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of robot performance when conducting insertion, snap fitting,
and gear meshing assembly operations. Specific to system
benchmarking, NIST developed a peg-in-hole benchmarking
protocol to compare the insertion performance between a force-
based manipulation controlled robotic hand mounted to a po-
sition controlled robot arm and the same robot arm operating
under impedance control along with a conventional parallel grip-
per [11]. The Yale-CMU-Berkeley (YCB) collection includes
some object and model sets that require assembly [12]. The
authors propose guidelines for benchmarking in manipulation
research that helps to create reliable and applicable methods for
defining manipulation protocols.

III. ASSEMBLY TASK BOARD DESIGNS

A series of task boards were designed to replicate small part
assembly operations in support of assessing the performance
of robotic systems. The task boards are designed to incorpo-
rate standard off-the-shelf components of varying sizes that
are representative of components typically used in assemblies.
Supported assembly operations include insertion and fasten-
ing methods such as threading, snap fitting, meshing that use
standard components including screws, nuts, washers, gears
and electrical connectors as well as non-rigid components such
as belt drives and wiring. The task boards can be placed
horizontally or in other orientations that are representative of
specific assembly requirements. Task board components are
specified to be available from a single international supplier
and the plastic task boards (approx. 400 mm × 400 mm ×
10 mm) can be ordered from an online laser cutting service.1

Online resources [2] are available for these boards which
include:

1) Board replication instructions.
2) Computer-aided design (CAD) and stereolithography

(STL) files.
3) Kit layouts.
4) Testing and analysis instructions.
5) Statistics software.
6) Protocol and benchmark templates.
The tolerances for closely-assembled parts are made looser

than what might typically be used in an industrial assembly
application. These tolerances were chosen in order to facilitate
difficult benchmarking tasks that pushed robot performance
without being impossible or impractical to perform given current
technological capabilities. Task board designs and associated
material selection (e.g. aluminum) can accommodate tighter
tolerances. For the purposes of this letter, any reference to
parts/objects used to perform the tasks on each board will be
referred to as the “Task Specific Objects”. To date, these boards
have been replicated by several university researchers. In the
near future, the task boards and components can be ordered

1Certain commercial entities and items are identified in this letter to foster
understanding. Such identification does not imply recommendation or endorse-
ment by the National Institute of Standards and Technology, nor does it imply
that the materials or equipment identified are necessarily the best available for
the purpose.

Fig. 1. Fully assembled Task Board 1.

directly from New England Robotics Validation and Experi-
mentation (NERVE) Center at the University of Massachusetts
Lowell [13].

Manual assembly efficiencies consider the time associated
with individual actions such as grasp, orient, insert, and fasten, as
performed by a human with decades of experience and practice
using their hands, eyes, and brains. One avenue for methodically
designing task-level tests within manufacturing leverages factors
identified by Boothroyd-Dewhurst (B-D) design for assembly
(DFA) studies [14]. These studies have already identified and
tabulated various important factors based on manual human per-
formance in an assembly task. For instance, size and symmetry
of parts, tool usage, fixturing, mechanical resistance, mechanical
fastening processes, visual occlusion, and physical obstruction
all influence time-based human performance. These factors were
incorporated into the task board designs.

A. Task Board 1

This task board is designed to quantify a robot system’s ability
to perform peg insertions, gear meshing, electrical connector
insertions, and nut threading (see Fig. 1). Design factors include
size, shape, location, and type of parts. The task specific objects
are the pegs, nuts, gears, and connectors.

1) Task Description: A disassembled board starts with a
series of holes (both round and square), four bolts screwed into
the board, a gear meshing plate with pegs, and the female ends
of each of the connectors. The tasks for this board are described
below. Tasks are not listed in any specific order.

a) Insertion of pegs: There are four sizes of each peg,
round and rectangular. The geometric variations promote
a spread of grasping difficulty, particularly when the parts
are presented in certain orientations. For instance, a small
thin peg lying prone can be very difficult to acquire for
a variety of grippers. The pegs have a chamfer on one
end that helps center the peg within the hole during an
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TABLE I
EXPERIMENTAL TIME FOR HANDLING AND INSERTING PEGS

insertion. The task requires inserted objects to make con-
tact with the surface below the task board.

b) Threading nuts: There are also four sizes of nuts. Thread-
ing nuts requires awareness of the specific orientation and
alignment of the part before beginning a rotational motion.
The task would require a nut to be fully threaded to the
board and screwed to a specific torque.

c) Meshing gears: This task introduces fitting a gear onto
a shaft, followed by meshing the gear’s teeth with the
adjacent gear. The task requires that the teeth of each gear
mesh and the gears rest completely on the base plate.

d) Attaching connectors: Orientation-specific insertion tasks
that require a force in the direction of the insertion. The
BNC (Bayonet Neill-Concelman) connector requires si-
multaneous push and twist forces to be applied.

2) Design Reasoning: Boothroyd et al. provides tables of
manual handling data for parts used in a sub-assembly that
specifically charts the time (in seconds) that it takes for a human
to perform an insertion task of an object based on the ease
of handling, insertion, and fastening of parts [14]. The parts
used in Task Board 1 were specifically chosen to replicate the
manual handling data in these tables. For example, a radially
symmetrical cylinder with a chamfer on one end that is greater
than 15 mm thick has a manual handling estimation time of
1.13 s while a square peg that is less than 2 mm thick has a
manual handling estimation time of 3.35 s [14].

Table I shows experimental handling times for the peg tasks
specific to this board given the values and equations derived
from experiments performed by Boothroyd et al. [14].

B. Task Board 2

This task board is designed to quantify a robot system’s
ability to perform alignment and insertion of collars and pulleys,
handle flexible parts, mesh/thread belts, actuate belt tension
mechanisms, and thread bolts. Design factors include type of
part based on typical applications and difficulty of task.

Task Board 2 (Fig. 2) contains three belt (or chain) drive
sub-assemblies where each is made up of a belt, a belt tension
mechanism, and two idle pulleys. Additional parts include metal
collars and hex screws of varying sizes. The task specific objects
for Task Board 2 are metal collars, pulleys and sprockets, belts,
hex screws, and belt tension mechanisms.

1) Task Description: Tasks for this board build upon the
tasks performed in Task Board 1. Unlike Task Board 1, this
board requires a stepwise approach forcing the user to complete
one step of an assembly before progressing to the next step. A
disassembled board starts with six blank pegs and belt tension
mechanisms already in place. Starting from a disassembled
board, the task descriptions are listed below in order of assembly.

Fig. 2. Fully assembled Task Board 2.

a) Alignment and insertion of metal collars: This task is
similar to the round peg-in-hole insertion described in
Task Board 1, but instead collars of varying diameters and
length (the holes) are manipulated and fitted onto the peg.

b) Alignment and insertion of pulleys and sprockets: Insertion
tasks similar to collars with higher difficulty due to larger
weight and geometry. Pulleys vary in size, shape, and
weight.

c) Threading of hex screws: This task inverts the nut threading
task performed on Task Board 1, requiring the robot to
thread a screw into the tapped end of a metal shaft.

d) Installation of belts: This task requires grasping, plac-
ing, wrapping and/or pulling taut, gear meshing, and
releasing/re-grasping of flexible parts. Three types of belts
are used: a belt with a round cross-section that sits in a
pulley groove, a timing belt with rectangular teeth to mesh,
and a chain to mesh with sprockets. Belts vary in elasticity,
shape, stiffness, material, and weight.

e) Actuating tension mechanisms: Three different belt ten-
sion mechanisms (screw, slot, and spring-based designs)
are used on this task board. The round belt sub-assembly
uses a laterally sliding peg in a slot that can be locked
when the desired amount of tension is applied. The tim-
ing belt sub-assembly incorporates a spring-based tension
mechanism that must be released and engaged as the belt
is installed. The chain uses a tension mechanism that is
actuated by rotating a small bolt head on the side of the
tension mechanism that slowly pushes an idler into place.

2) Design Reasoning: This task board was designed to build
a working sub-assembly that in addition to the components in
Task Board 1, includes flexible components. The final system
can be tested for manual operation, where rotation of one shaft
transfers through the belt to rotate the other. The belt must stay
engaged at all times. The sub-assemblies that were chosen were
based on commercially available belts and pulleys used for a
variety of application spaces. The design of this task board was
not derived from handling times quoted in [14] and therefore no
table for estimated handling can be provided.
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Fig. 3. Fully assembled Task Board 3.

C. Task Board 3

Task Board 3 focuses on wire harnessing and was designed to
quantify a robot system’s ability to manipulate flexible wires. In
addition to manipulation, the system must implement the hand-
off and releasing/re-acquiring of cables. Design factors include
thickness, shape, and stiffness of cable as well as location and
spacing of obstacles.

1) Task Description: Task Board 3 (Fig. 3) assesses cable
handling with varying levels of routing difficulty including rout-
ing cables around pegs, through clips at different orientations,
and through tubes. Each cable routing task ends with attaching a
connector to a receiver located on the task board at the end of the
route. The task-specific objects for Task Board 3 are the three
different types of cables. There are no freestanding assembly
parts for this board, the cables remain attached to the board
when disassembled.

a) Acquiring/handling loose parts: This task builds on flex-
ible part handling that is assessed by Task Board 2. The
task requires the ability to grasp and manipulate a cable
differently for each of the specific tasks on the board.

b) Routing cables: Each cable is routed between two pegs on
the task board. The openness of the pegs and the stiffness
of the cables require that tension be constantly maintained
while moving on to the next task. Pegs vary in height to
accommodate each cable thickness.

c) Weaving/Placement of loose parts: This task requires the
user to accurately place the cable in clips in three different
orientations. Closing a clip around the cable ensures that
the cable must have been placed accurately. Three clips
in three orientations for each cable are presented on this
board. Clips vary in size and shape based on the cable.

d) Hand-off and/or release and re-acquire cables: Each cable
must pass through a tube that is 50% larger than the
thickness of the connectors at the ends of the cable. This

TABLE II
EXPERIMENTAL TIME FOR HANDLING WIRE IN SECONDS

requires releasing and re-grasping the cable in order to feed
it through the tube. Using a second manipulator allows for
hand-off of the cable through the tube. Tubes vary in size
based on the size of the cable.

e) Connecting cables: The completion of Task Board 3 is the
press fitting of the cable connector into a female fitting
(similar to those found on Task Board 1).

2) Design Reasoning: The handling tasks, wires/cables, and
the connectors were all chosen based on the handling data pro-
vided in [14] so that manual handling times for a task performed
by a human can be directly compared to the same task performed
by a robot. The wires/cables for Task Board 3 were chosen based
on widely used commercially available materials that fit the
categories determined by Boothroyd. For example, the audio
jack cable is a single flexible cable with a circular connector
while the serial cable is a flat ribbon cable with a rectangular
connector.

Table II shows experimental handling times for the tasks
specific to this board given the values and equations derived
from experiments performed by Boothroyd et al. [14].

IV. PROTOCOL

Regardless of the task board, there exist two principal test
modes – disassembly and assembly. The tests are intended for
evaluating integrated robot system performance, including the
perception and localization of the task board, components, and
destination or source bin. Randomized placement of assembly
components allows for testing of the perception-planning-action
loop. The lists below show actions that are/are not permitted
during the task board and assembly operations.

Permitted: Not Permitted:
• Use of multiple • Manual changing of systems

end-effectors
• Use of multiple robots • Manual or teleoperated interven-

tionwithin a system

Ultimately, this protocol should be used for testing the gen-
erality and agile autonomy of robotic assembly systems using
the variation of task boards and positional randomization. The
protocol variant used must be held constant for comparisons
between two different systems or comparisons of technologies
used within a single system.

A. Disassembly

A fully assembled manufacturing task board is placed on the
table alongside an empty container as shown in Fig. 4. The goal
for the robot system is to remove all components from the board
and place them in a predefined container. The protocol steps are
as follows:
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Fig. 4. Disassembly setup prior to the competition start used during the
International Conference on Intelligent Robots (IROS) 2017 Grasping and
Manipulation Challenge: Manufacturing Track. The fully assembled task board
is on the left, with a tray to the right to hold the disassembled parts.

Fig. 5. Assembly setup prior to the competition start used during the IROS
2017 Grasping and Manipulation Challenge: Manufacturing Track. The disas-
sembled task board is on the left. A kit layout on the right is used as a template
for presenting the parts to the robot system.

1) Place the task board within the robot system work vol-
ume (task board position and part locations are fixed or
random per system capabilities).

2) Place the container to receive disassembled parts within
the robot system work volume (container position is fixed
or random per system capabilities).

3) Initialize timing, recording the start time Tstart.
4) If used, perform manual programming.
5) Start autonomous operation of the robot system.
6) The robot system disassembles a part from the task board.
7) The robot system places the removed part into the asso-

ciated container.
8) Repeat steps 6 and 7 for all parts in task board.
9) Record the finish time Tfinish.

10) Repeat this protocol for the desired number of trials of
the task board under test.

B. Assembly

A fully disassembled manufacturing task board is placed on
the table alongside a kit setup (Fig. 5). The kit area and the task
board location are placed on a surface. The goal for the robot

system is to grasp all components from the kit and insert them
into their respective destinations on the task board. The protocol
steps are as follows:

1) Place the task board within the robot system work vol-
ume (task board position and part locations are fixed or
random per system capabilities).

2) Place the kit of parts to be assembled within the robot
system work volume (kit position and part locations are
fixed or random per system capabilities).

3) Initialize timing, recording the start time Tstart.
4) If used, perform manual programming.
5) Start autonomous operation of the robot system.
6) The robot system grasps a part from the kit layout.
7) The robot system assembles the part onto the task board.
8) Repeat steps 6 and 7 for all parts in the kit.
9) Record the finish time Tfinish.

10) Repeat this protocol for the desired number of trials of
the task board under test.

V. PERFORMANCE METRICS

The performance metrics chosen to evaluate robotic assembly
systems include speed and reliability. Speed is measured as the
completion time of a task or sub-task as

Ttaskboard = Tfinish − Tstart. (1)

Task board completion should be reported as the percentage
of total points received for each task board for disassembly and
assembly.

% Disassembled = (Actual Score/MaxScore)x100. (2)

% Assembled = (Actual Score/MaxScore)x100. (3)

For each set of trials, compute the mean, standard deviation, and
95% confidence interval of the completion times.

Reliability is captured as the probability of successfully com-
pleting a task or sub-task. The theoretical upper bound proba-
bility for successfully inserting a component (PS) is calculated
given a confidence level (CL), the number of successes (m),
and the number of independent trials (n). Given the binomial
cumulative distribution function,

F (m− 1;n, PS) =

m−1∑

i=0

(
n

i

)
PSi(1− PS)n−i ≥ CL, (4)

the PS is its minimum value while still satisfying the above
inequality. Both of these metrics are intuitive and relatively
inexpensive to measure.

Other metrics can include the measurement of transmitted
forces by the robot during the assembly process [10], cost-
effectiveness of the robotic solution, and energy efficiency. For
the protocols above, we focus on speed and reliability metrics
both directly and through the use of point based scoring to
support competitions.

To support laboratory benchmarking of robotic systems, the
probability of success is based on a number of task board trials
and the number of completed assembly parts. Likewise, the time
to complete the task board is measured.
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To support competitions where the task boards are used to
quickly assess a competing team’s capabilities, a point based
system has been used. Here, the task board process is broken
into grasp-transport-assemble/disassemble steps where points
are awarded based on degree of completion and bonus points are
awarded per step for autonomy. Additionally, upon successful
completion of a task board where all parts are properly fastened
or removed, a time bonus is awarded if a team completion time
falls below the allocated competition time. Examples of task
board use in competitions can be found in the Use Cases section
to follow.

VI. USE CASES

These robotic assembly benchmarking protocols have been in
development over the past several years. While their primary use
has been to support competitions, research results that leverage
these benchmarks to evaluate robotic system performance are
beginning to emerge from academia [15]. Some use cases are
summarized below.

A. IROS 2019 Grasping and Manipulation Competition

This competition included a service, manufacturing, and lo-
gistics track. The manufacturing track included a single task
made up of two sub-tasks, disassembly and assembly of a
task board. Teams competed with the goal of disassembling
and assembling a task board containing a variety of insertion,
meshing, screwing, and deformable material routing operations
using an autonomous robot system. Less time spent fixturing
and programming the system for operation lead to more com-
ponents being disassembled and assembled in the allotted time.
Teams system components that resulted in high scores included
combinations of vision sensors, force sensors, flexible gripper
systems as well as the use of part and assembly CAD data. The
task board is shown in Fig. 6.

B. World Robot Summit (WRS) 2018

This competition incorporated the design of a belt drive unit
(Fig. 8(a)) to support three competition tasks [16]. These tasks
included: (1) assembling a task board that contained the nec-
essary technical elements for assembling the belt drive unit as
shown in Fig. 7, (2) speed and accuracy of a kitting operation as
a sub-task to the Belt Drive Unit assembly, where specified parts
are bin-picked and placed in specified regions within part-kitting
trays, (3) speed and accuracy of assembling the Belt Drive
Unit using the parts laid out in the part-kitting trays, and (4)
a surprise, team-selected variant of the belt drive unit (similar
to the variations found on NIST Task Board 3) to test the agility
of systems to adapt to slight variations in the components to be
assembled. These variants are shown in Fig. 8(b)–(f). See [17]
for a description, the rules, and score-based benchmarks for this
competition.

C. IROS 2017 Grasping and Manipulation Competition

This competition included a service and manufacturing track.
The manufacturing track consisted of two tasks: (1) disassembly

Fig. 6. Task board used in the IROS 2019 Robotic Grasping and Manipulation
Competition: Manufacturing Track.

Fig. 7. Task board used in the 2018 World Robot Summit: (a) setup prior to
the start of the assembly task (b) the assembled task board.

Fig. 8. Belt drive assembly (a) and increasing design variants (b)–(f) from
WRS 2018.

and assembly of Task Board 1, and (2) the construction of a
gear-unit assembly, which also served as a trial task for the Indus-
trial Robotics Category at World Robot Challenge, World Robot
Summit 2018. Here, teams competed to disassemble (Fig. 4)
and assemble (Fig. 5) Task Board 1 and team capabilities were
benchmarked. An overview, rules, and score-based benchmarks
can be found on the manufacturing track website that was used
to support this competition [18].
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VII. CONCLUSION

By separating the performance of a robot manipulator into
individual tasks of increasing difficulty, the task boards will
expose individual points of failure which could drive pro-
curement decisions, push technology forward, and educate
users/manufacturers. The data derived from experiments run
on the task boards will hopefully begin to steer manufacturers
and academics towards more innovative solutions in vision and
force control when solving assembly based tasks. Researchers
will also come to realize the wealth of information that can be
extracted from CAD data, a resource the is typically readily
available within the manufacturing application space. As users
begin to adopt the task boards, valuable feedback in regards to
application and methodology will help guide the Task Boards
through iterations that more accurately meet the needs of the
community. Similar task boards will be used to support the World
Robot Summit, World Robot Challenge, Industrial Category in
2020. Overall, competition venues will help inform the robotics
community of these tools for benchmarking research.
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